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\textbf{Abstract}—The adoption and implementation of Sustainable Construction has been one of the main challenges facing the construction industry for the last three decades. The issue has attracted global attention with many governments and organizations developing codes and frameworks to encourage and enforce the adoption of Sustainable Construction. However, current evidence suggests that companies and individuals are struggling to commit to Sustainable Construction and implement the suggested policies. To address this problem, the study aims to investigate the adoption of Sustainable Construction in the Malaysian residential construction sector. The Innovations Diffusion Theory (IDT) and the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) are utilized as a theoretical basis for developing a better understanding and explaining the reasons behind the adoption of Sustainable Construction. The combination of components from both theories results in the development of a conceptual framework that identifies the factors affecting the individual’s decision making process and facilitates understanding of the decision to adopt Sustainable Construction.
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\textbf{I. INTRODUCTION}

Residential buildings are one of the largest consumers of energy and water as well as producers of emissions and waste. During operation they consume 32\% of the world's renewable and non-renewable resources, 12\% of available water and 40\% of produced energy, while generating 40\% of global CO2 emissions [1]. Apart from the potential to improve the environmental performance of buildings, Sustainable Construction (SC) has been associated with numerous benefits including increased property value, improved occupant productivity and better corporate image [2]. However, Even though SC seems to be an attractive business proposition for housing developers, adoption has been slow. Indeed, as pointed out by [3] delivering sustainability remains a challenge partly due to a range of traditional, cultural and structural barriers such as the lack of integration between the different project stages, poor collaboration between the various professions in the project team and lowest-cost focused procurement [4],[5],[6]. The latter, i.e. cost concerns have been cited by many researchers as the most important barrier to sustainable construction [4],[5],[7].

To encourage and enforce the adoption of SC many governments and organizations across the globe have proposed and implemented a series of measures and strategies. Malaysia has one of the best set of environmental legislations, comparable even with those of developed countries [8], indeed, a number of sustainable development frameworks and policies are in place, deployed to reduce and overcome sustainability issues. However, current evidence suggests that companies and individuals are struggling to commit to SC. As shown by [9-14], the level of knowledge and awareness of environment issues and sustainability aspects among Malaysian residential developers has been particularly low [9-14]. This indicates that the concerted efforts for promoting SC have not had the anticipated impact.

The majority of the studies looking at SC adoption have focused on design for sustainability [15], sustainability performance [16] and sustainability related technological challenges [17]. Very little emphasis has been placed on the people dimension. A very small number of recent studies have investigated the people-related challenges in SC adoption [18],[19],[20]. This is rather paradoxical given that the decision to implement SC is ultimately made by individuals and influenced by factors which have been largely overlooked by the main body of SC literature [19]. It is evident that further research is required into the factors affecting the decision of residential developers to embrace SC in the context of Malaysia. Therefore, this study explores the residential building developers point of views by looking at the decision making process resulting in the adoption of SC. This is achieved by utilizing the theories of Innovations Diffusion (IDT) and Planned Behavior (TPB) as a theoretical basis to explain the reasons behind the adoption of SC. The combination of components from both theories results in the development of a conceptual framework that identifies the factors affecting the individual’s decision making process and facilitates understanding of the decision to adopt SC.

\textbf{II. SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION}

\textbf{A. Sustainable Construction as an Innovation}

Innovation is an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or other unit of adoption [20]. SC, as a concept, was introduced in the 80s; however, new materials, requirements and approaches are constantly developed and
introduced. For example, in 2013 the introduction of sustainability checkpoints into RIBA plan of work had a major impact on the RIBA update of the construction project development model. Indeed, the definition of innovation [21] includes not only products and services which are new but refers to pre-existing approaches that are recently amended and often, are perceived as new. According to Froese and Rankin [22], an innovation is the mechanism at the centre of the key strategic goal of continuous development. This is in line with [23]’s suggestion that SC defines a new business model for construction companies that can result in competitive advantage by responding to the social demand for sustainability. Therefore, the concept of SC is which is expected to have a major impact on existing norms and therefore can be viewed as an innovation.

B. Sustainable Construction adoption as a Behaviour

It is widely acknowledged that the construction industry is slow at adopting SC as a new concept or practice [9-14]. Before a business can make a decision whether to adopt a new concept or practice, it must first to evaluate the benefits it will gain and compare them to the costs and risks involved [24]. Benefits refer to the relative advantages the innovation can provide to the business while costs/risks include incompatibility with existing behaviour and values, the difficulty of use, unavailability of a trial, and the lack of a visible effect on the business [27]. In fact, cost is one of the key criteria in making decisions over whether or not to adopt a new practice or concept [26]. Making an intention to adopt SC as an innovation is made through a cost-benefit analysis in an uncertain environment.

III. THEORETICAL BASIS OF THE RESEARCH

This paper proposes a conceptual framework for understanding the different degrees of implementation of SC. This work explicitly draws upon two distinct yet theoretically related bodies of research. The first is research into the diffusion of innovations [23], which in general investigates individuals’ reactions to new products or processes. The second is research on the Theory of Planned Behaviour [33] which is a general theory applicable to an array of behaviors, including the forces which influence the implementation of SC. Diffusion research applies to the behavior of accepting or rejecting an innovation. Thus, to the extent that personal implementation of SC can be considered as an innovation, certain concepts of diffusion research could be used to apply the Theory of Planned Behaviour to SC implementation. In this study the generic perceptions of adopting a product or service are used to serve as the beliefs used in the Theory of Planned Behaviour.

A. Innovations Diffusion Theory (IDT)

Diffusion is the process by which an innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among the members of a social system. Supposing that the decision to adopt (an innovation) is authoritative or collective, the innovation decision by members of a social system is made through four stages [27]. Knowledge is the first stage, in which members of the social system start to get an idea about the innovation and how it functions. Persuasion is the second stage, in which they form an attitude (favourable or not) towards the innovation. Deciding to adopt or not to adopt is the third stage; ‘decision’. Implementing the innovation occurs in the fourth stage, ‘confirmation’, in which users also evaluate the innovation based on the decision they have made (refer Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1 A Model of Five Stages in the Innovation-Decision Process. Source: Everett M. Rogers’. Diffusion of Innovations, Fifth Edition. Copyright (c) 2003 by The Free Press.](https://doi.org/10.15242/IICBE.DIR1216405)

B. Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB)

The TPB (refer Fig. 2) is an extension of the Theory of the Reason Action (TRA), aimed at addressing its limitations. In addition to an individual’s attitude towards performing the behaviour, and their subjective norms, from TRA, TPB also includes the perceived behavioural control construct. Perceived behavioural control is the individual’s belief about how easy or difficult it will be to perform the behaviour [28]. Recently, [29] added different combinations of antecedents to the original constructs of the theory [29], namely, behavioural beliefs (beliefs about the behaviour), normative beliefs (beliefs about what others think about the behaviour), and control beliefs (beliefs about one’s level of control over one’s behaviour). Actual behavioural control is another determinant of behaviour and refers to the individual’s control over behavioural factors such as resources (e.g. money, time, skills) or the cooperation of others.
Although adding perceived behavioural control enhances the prediction of actual behaviour in TPB, the diversity of labels and operational definitions of this construct used in empirical research means that it is still controversial, and there are doubts over the ability to discriminate between perceived behaviour control and intentions [30]. Additionally, the predictability of intention is expected to vary across behaviours and situations, and in institutions where attitude is strong and subjective norms are powerful, perceived behavioural control would be less predictive of intention [31].

IV. THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

This research utilises diffusion research theory to provide a basis for identifying a set of generic perceptions or beliefs which could affect one's attitude towards implementation SC. It then integrates these perceptions with several constructs from the TPB to develop a framework which helps explain individual adoption of SC (Refer Fig.3). According to diffusion theory, there are a variety of factors that can be identified as affecting the formation of one's attitude and subjective norms, such as the communication network of an individual. The components of the conceptual framework shown in Figure 3 are described as below:

A. Adoption

Sustainable Construction (SC) adoption in residential building projects is the behaviour of interest and hence is the dependent variable in this study.

B. Attitude towards adopting

In this study, the focus will be on the cognitive aspects, or perceptions, that a person has towards performing a behavior. In diffusion theory, the perceptions which are hypothesized to have an effect on attitude have been cast as the perceived characteristics of innovations, and have been shown in a number of studies to be linked to adoption/rejection decisions. Compatibility, relative advantage, and complexity were consistently associated with innovative behaviors [32]. Rogers had earlier identified these three characteristics, as well as trialability and observability [23]. Because of the popularity of Rogers' work, which has become one of the most cited works in the social sciences, five characteristics will be included in the study. Finally, a sixth characteristic, image, was also included since Rogers had indicated that although image might be subsumed under relative advantage, in some instances it was a motivating factor on its own. The next stage was to develop an instrument to measure these various characteristics. In the instrument development process, observability will be tap into two different constructs, result demonstrability and visibility, and thus was split. As a result, seven perceived characteristics of SC adoption in residential building projects will be eventually included in the study, i.e. Relative advantage (perceived benefits), compatibility, ease of use (perceived barriers), trialability, image, result demonstrability, and visibility.

C. Subjective norm

One of the potential determinants of behavior is the Subjective Norm (SN). SN is formed from one's motivation to comply with what one believes others expect one to do. Several individuals may serve as potential "referents" influencing one's behavior with respect to SC adoption in
RBP. These could include senior management, superiors, subordinates and peers.

D. Perceived behavioural Control

Perceived behavioural control is the individual’s belief about how easy or difficult it will be to perform the behaviour, whereas SN refers to the perceived social pressure to perform a certain behavior [29]. SN sets an informal requirement; it is up to the individual to conform with the expectations of others or not.

E. Behaviour

Behavioural intention is not included in the conceptual framework. If no other variables intervened once an attitude and subjective norms were formed, or if the behavior was to be performed immediately, then intention could be dropped from the conceptual framework without a loss of information. Intentions are used to predict behavior, and therefore to be of value "it is important to measure [them] as close as possible to the behavioral observation" [33]. Indeed, in this study, the aim is not to predict future behavior; rather, to determine how current behavior is related to subjective norm and attitude.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this study suggested a conceptual framework for understanding the different degrees of implementation of SC by individuals. This work explicitly draws upon two distinct yet theoretically related bodies of research. The first is research into the diffusion of innovations, which in general investigates individuals' reactions to new products or processes. The second is research on the Theory of Planned Behaviour which is a general theory applicable to an array of behaviors, including the forces which influence the implementation of SC. Past research highlights the need to further research for sustainable construction adoption frameworks into the factors affecting sustainable construction adoption in the Malaysian residential construction sector. The conceptual framework presented in this paper was based on a review of the literature and need to be further investigated and validated through primary research which is in the next phases of the study.
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